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The President supports the Citizens 1 Action Committee and repeated 

that support in his speech to the Business Council, December 11th. 

The President, from the very beginning, expressed the importance 

that this be a completely voluntary program and that it not bear the 

imprint or sponsorship of either 1najor political party. As the country 

meets the challenges of curing the economic problems and of con-
I 
I 

serving energy, voluntary participation is vital. It will be important 

regardless of what steps the President may take and announce in the 

near future. 

The White House is currently providing transitional support to the 

Citizens' Action Committee--office space, telephone service, and 

two or three secretaries. In addition to this, a member of the White 

House is working with the WIN committee as a consultant and on a 

detail basis. Rus::: Freeburg, who headed up the program from the 

beginning until December 6, was paid a salary. Mr. Freeburg 

is now giving volunteer time to the Committee while he helps Edward 

Block, the new executive director, who is a volunteer, take over. 

Stationery has been donated to the Committee by various groups. 

Mail that is addressed to the Citizens' Action Committee go,es 

directly to their offices in the NEOB. Mail that is addressed to the 

President, but clearly relates to the WIN program, is also handled 
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in the NEOB by a special mail handling group which is on detail 

from several agencies to the White House. 



WIN 

The President will meet Saturday at 12:15 with Russ Freeburg 
and Ed E , r Block. The purpose of the meeting is to thank 
Russ Freeburg for his services as the coordinator and later 
the Executive Director of the WIN program. Russ, who was 
at the White House as a consultant, left the program about 10 
days ago to return to the private sector. 
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The new director is Ed Block, the Vice President for Communications 
of the Illinois Bell. ~ ' · Block is on loan from his company. 
The President will welcome Ed aboard. 

-~1C'7 7 C '/ 
This action puts the WIN program C'' . 2 ·.' h in the hands of 
volunteers. 

The President is grateful for the work of Freeburg and the willingaess 
of Ed P ' Block to serve. He supports the 1llli& WIN program. 
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IRS LEGISLATION & SEN. WEICKER 

Q; Does the President support Senator Weicker's bill which 
restricts the use of tax returns, as Senator Weicker said 
he did? 

Aa The President and the Senator met for about 15 or 20 minutes 

this morning. Rep. Jerry Litton (D-Mo) also attended, as 

did Mr. Buchen and Tom Korologos. 

-

There was a general constnsus 

that it is necessary Ill to have the highest degree of 

privacy for iRS records. The President has made it clear in the 
past--as he did today--that he wants this to be done. 

The President did indicate that he supports the Weicker 

proposal• in principle, but subject to reconciling major 

differences between the legislation proposed by IRS and that 

proposed by Sen. Weicker. 

The President hopes that during the Congressional recess, 

these differences can be worked out. so that the various 

viewpoints can be meshed into a proper bill. 

Qa What other agencies need to have IRS data or tax returns. 

Aa The Justice Department ~es tax returns to prosecute tax 

evaders. The Commerce Departments uses tax returns to 

determine, for instance, the ........ number of persons in 

certain areas of income, (~below poverty line, etc.) 

We are seeking to determine if itmas such as these can be 
more tightly controlled. 



P.M:;E 2 ECONOMIC GUIDANCE 

'l'he~_£resiEent_yesterday_ never really set any goals or made ai}y 
pr~_?.~ ctions on ~hat the rate of inflation you exoecte.~_EE__~ould 
consider satisfactory. · What rate of inflation would be acceptable? 

GUIDANCE: The Administration feels it is wrong to have a 
specific numeric goal. The basic goal is to reduce 
the rate of inflation to a point where it becomes 

::.' ' 

of no significant influence in the economic decisions 
of consumers and business and industry in making 
future economic plans. The Price indices by them
selves are not the sole determination and can be 
deceptive. Other factors must be considered--such 
as monetary growth, interest rates and financial 

· markets . 

. we. w:L'li '·not know that we: have succeeded t.mt'ii w~·: 
find the economy in a stable growth pattern over 
a period of several months. 

Does the President really exoect to have some meaningful 
red.uctions in the rate of inflation bv early in 1975? __ _ 

GUIDANCE: As the President said yesterday, he feels if the 
Congress responds to his 31 specific recommendations, 
and if the American people respond in a voluntary 
way, that we can have, hopefully early in 1975, 
some meaningful reduction in the rate of inflation 
(President's words). 

The Administration continues to blame the higher costs of 
food and fuel for this inflation. Is anyone ever going to 
start recognizing the industrial commodities component as 
the major problem? 

GUIDANCE: In the first 12 month period concluding in August, 
the problem had been concentrated in food and fuel. 
Both of these are due to special circumstances 
and are likely to be less troublesome next year. 
Food, gasoline, fuel oil, coal, and other energy
related items directly accounted for about 36% 
of the increase in the Consumer Index. However, 
in the past three months, these items accounted 
for about 8% of the increase. 

The most distrubing aspect right now, 
is the large, consistent increases in 
a great many industrial commodities. 
may have been caus~d r_irimarily by the 

in our opinion, 
prices of 
These increases 
fact that thev 

controls. Some of the increases may represent 
secondary effects of a huge rise in petroleum costs, 
and some of them are dircct 1.y related to 9etroJ.euT. 
For examp}.e, many chemicals are made from pe tr·.)lc:u!::. 

,JGC 



Q & A- GNP REPORT 

Q. In the light of the 2. 9% annual rate of decrease in real GNP, does 
the President believe we are in a recession? Arthur Burns has 
said that we are. Whom should we believe? 

A. The important point here is that almost everybody agrees 
economic activity is sluggish. Wheth.er or not this period will 
qualify as a recession is a question of semantics which we can 
leave to the recognized experts. 

Whatever you want to call this period, there is no question it 
has many characteristics that are not typical of recession. 
Certainly the rate of inflation is extraordinarily high. Also, 
while the declines in housing and stock prices have been 
particularly severe and the physical volume of retail sales has 
been weak, there has been no decline at all in employment, 
which climbed to an all-time peak in September. Similarly, 
investment spending is still booming, which is most 
un-recessionlike. Thus, our economy is sluggish in a rather 
peculiar way. 

Nevertheless, the basic facts are that \Ve have a combination of 
declining economic activity and double-digit inflation -- what has 

, been appropriately called "stagflation" -- and it looks like those 
conditions will continue into next year. It is this problem to 
which my economic policy is addressed. 

-
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The gene'ral theory! is, of cours 2, the price 
will rise, bult you have got Ito look out beylond that 
i2m.2diate effect to wl1at thel purpose is, •.1:1ic~, is to 
increase production r,hich H~'.ll bring prices doHn 
later, and mo\s·t of all 'dill 

1
assure an adequ'ate supply 

and avoid people losing the ity> jo~)S H~len their factory 
can't get any natural gas t~ run it. 

I -
. I 

Q Vl!1at rtras the energy ;;,eetin1 about, yesterday 
afternoon? 

. ~R. NESSEN: That ~as not.really ~n energy 
meet1ng. lhajt was an econorrf-c meet1ng __ C12'19- 1~!},!51S a __________ _ 
discu~_qn.Gf· sorm:!·--ge-nerat- ejCCnomic ·statistics. 

-~-~-___, I 

Q 1 Before we getl off this subj8Jct, if I 
might ask one question. As o/ou have been running 
through this meeting and realciing off the charts and 
the figures and statistics, 4:he question ha.1s come to 
my mind -- that has come to ~my mind before -- and I 
would like to ask you about ~t. It goes to the question 
of the type otf _infor..;.'Tlation t(lat_ the _presiQ,elnt is receiving 
on this energy situation. 1 

I 
Again and again tJel get reports from Government 

agencies, sometimes the FEA 'itself, sometimes other 
Government agencies, from co:nsumer groups and from_ a 
large number of other SOU!'Cep 7 which point OUt or Hhich 
state that the oil companies, have understated their 
reserves of natural gas consJistently j that they are 
operating at lefs than capacti ty, th2"t they are over ... 
charging. I 

I 

These reports keeJ flowing out again and 
ap;a1n. Does the President, fn these briefinf!s, does 
he ever get that kind of repprt? Does he ever get 
that kind of data- tq his attention, or lS 
it all just the kind of thinlp: that you have been 
outlining here? I 

I 

In other Hords ~ I 1a:n asking H}1ether the 
P · d t h · 1 f · • lc · rl • t.. h · ' ' resl en ;~ , u:1.se , lS s atlsr le\._ tna .. e lS get-clng 
a Hel ... rounded picture here •

7 
I am not alle o:in£ or 

clair.1ing that these reports tf!.re right and ti1e raterial 
he is getting is Hrong. I 2~J!l merely CLS 1:ir:g ;-rhether 
he feels that in the light O&f Hhat you ·can see 'Y! pickinp: 
up your daily ner,v·spaper alno33 t any da?,. ~·rhethe~ he 
feels he is getting a comple2te picture here? 

accura.cy 
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\,__/ CONSUMER PRICE INDEX 

(Change} 

1975 1974 1973 

January +0.6% +1.0% 

February +0.6% +1. 3% . 

March +1.1% 

April +0.6% 

May +1.1% +0.6% 

June 
+1.0% +0.6% 

July +0.8% +0.2% 

August +l. 3% +1. 9% 

September +1.2% +0.3% 

October +0.9% +0.8% 
'---

November +0.9% +0.8% 

December +0.7% +0.5% 



~nase 

~conometrics 
._,_ TABLE 2 

REAL c:~P -- CALE~DAR FISCAL 
YEARS YEARS 

1975.1 75.2 75.3 75.4 76.1 76.2 1975 1976 1976 l9T 

No Ford program -4.2 0.2 2.8 3.8 5.4 6.6 -2.5 5.0 4.7 5.! 

Partial Ford program -5.0 -1.5 3.6 6.7 6.8 6.5 -2.8 5.8 5.9 4.; 

Complete Ford program -:-4.9 -1.4 2.9 4.9 5.7 4.7 -2.9 4.3 4.6 3.: 

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION 

No Ford program -'-10.9 -2.1 0 3.8 8.4 9.6 -5.0 6.1 . 5.5 6. 

Partial Ford program -11.1 -3.5 1.7 7.5 10.7 10.3 -4.9 7.6 7.6 5. 

Complete Ford program -11.0 -3.3 4.4 6.6 8.5 7.8 -4.6 6.2 6.8 3. 

UNHlPLOYMENT 

No Ford program 7.2 7.5 7.7 7.7 7.5 7.2 7.5 7.0 7.5 6. 

Partial Ford program 7.2 7.6 7.8 7.7 7.3 7.0 7.6 6.8 7.4 6 .. 

Complete Ford program 7.2 7.6 7.7 7.7 7.4 7.1 7.5 7.0 7.5 6. 

As can be seen from Table 2, we expect a significant recovery in the 

latter half of 1975 with or without any tax cuts or rebates. However, the 

magnitudes are considerably different. Under the baseline case, real GNP 

rises only 3.3% in the second half of the year, while it rises 5.7% with 

the partial Ford program and 3. 9g6 with the complete program. Note in 

particular that the partial program is much more stimulative than the 

complete program, even though both have the same size ex post deficits, 

because the latter has a much higher rate of inflation which reduces real 

disposable income. Both Ford programs reduce the rate of growth in the 

first half of 1975 because of higher oil prices without any offsetting 

fiscal sti1aulus. 



Senate Tax Cut Bill 

Tax reductions affecting individual taxpayers are: 

--Increase in House rebate of 1974 taxes from 10 percent 
(with $100 minimum and $200 maximum) to 12 percent (with 
$120 minimum and $240 maximum). 

--Elimination of House standard deduction changes and 
substitution of optional $200 tax credit in lieu of $750 
personal exemption. This concentrates benefits on taxpayers 
in the 27 percent and lower marginal tax brackets and provides 
greater benefits for large families than small, as compared to 
the House bill. 

--Reduction of tax rates in the first four brackets (up 
to $4,000 of taxable income) by 1 percent. This provides a 
tax cut of $40 for all taxpayers with $4,000 or more of taxable 
income. 

--Revision of House earned income credit (tax credit of 
5 percent of first $4,000 of earned income, phased out between 
$4,000 and $6,000 of adjusted gross income) to provide 
maximum $400 tax credit equal to 10 percent of first $4,000 
of earned income, phased out between $4,000 and $8,000 of 
expanded adjusted gross income (including welfare payments). 
Only households with dependent children would be eligible. 

--Provision of 5 percent tax credit for purchases of new 
houses during the period March 13, 1975, through December 31, 
1975, with a maximum credit of $2,000. The Finance Committee 
'bill would also have covered used houses and mobile homes. 

·--One hundred dollar payment to each unemployed social 
security recipient, including railroad retirement, disability 
and SSI recipients. 

--Allowance of child care expenses, where both spouses work 
or one spouse is disabled, as a business expense without the 
dollar limitation and income phase-out of current law. 

--Allowance of tax credit for $1,000 of home insulation 
expenditures (40 percent first $500;· 20 percent second $500)
maximum credit of $300) and $2,000 of solar energy expenditures 
(40 percent first $1,000; 20 percent second $1,000; maximun 
credit of $600). 
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Eliminated from the Finance Committee bill was the prov1s1on 
for a three-year carryback of large capital losses. 

Tax reductions affecting business taxpayers are: 

--Permanent increase in the investment credit from 7 percent 
to 10 percent, plus a temporary increase to 12 percent through 
1976. The House bill $100 million limitation on the maximum 
investment credit, which affected only AT&T, was eliminated. 
To be eligible for the temporary increase, a corporate taxpayer 
would have to agree to contribute its stock worth one-half 
of the increase (i.e., 1 percent) to an Employee Stock 
OWnership Plan (ESOP). The limitation on the amount of used 
property that can qualify for the credit raised by the House 
bill from $50,000 to $75,000, was entirely eliminated. 

--Reduction of the tax rate on the first $50,000 of 
corporate earnings from 22 percent to 18 percent. For all 
corporations having taxable income of $50,000 or more, the 
tax reduction would be $2,000. The House bill had increased 
from $25,000 to $50,000 the amount to which the lower rate 
applies. Unlike the House provision, the Senate bill provides 
some relief for firms with taxable income of $25,000 or less, 
but both bills tend to cause the wealthy owners of small 
corporations to retain earnings in the corporation (rather than 
paying out earnings as salaries) in order to benefit from the 
lower corporate rate. 

--Repeal of the excise tax on trucks, buses and truck 
parts. 

--Increase of the accumulated earnings tax credit from 
$100,000 to $150,000. 

--A provision in the Finance Committee bill for an elective 
eight year carryback of losses was cut back to apply only to 
1974 and 1975 losses. If the 1974 loss exceeds $10 million, 
25 percent of the resulting tax benefit would have to be 
contributed to a Supplemental Unemployment Benefit (SUB) plan, 
but not to an Employee Stock Ownership (ESOP) plan as under 
the Finance Committee bill. 

The depletion and other revenue gaining provisions are: 

·--Repeal percentage depletion for oil and gas effective 
January 1, 1975, with exemptions for regulated natural gas, 
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gas sold under a fixed contract, and small producers. The 
small producer exemption, which would be permanent, would be 
for 2,000 barrels of oil a day and, separately, for 12,000,000 
cubic feet a day. 

--Repeal foreign tax credit for foreign oil related 
and reduce United States tax rate for such income to 24 

--Repeal deferral of United States tax on income of 
foreign subsidiaries of all United States corporations. 

--Repeal the special export sales corporation tax provisions 
(DISC) for energy products and products in short supply. 

I 
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19 74 

+3.l% 

+1.2% 

+1.3% 

+0.7% 

+l. 3% 

+0.5% 

+3. 7% 

+3. 9% 

+0.1% 

+2.3% 

+1.2% 

-0.5% 

- Q, 31, 
-0~, 
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19 73 

\' +2.0% 

+2.3% 

-1.4% 

+6.2% 

-1.5% 

+0. 3% 

+1. 8% 

+2.2% 

1975. 

-0.3% 
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TAX REDUCTION BILL- H. R. 2166 

The following is a summary of action taken by the House and Senate conferees' 
\.. -~ hy the 6:30p.m. adjournment on Tuesday, March 25. Conferees will meet again 

Wednesday at 9:00 a.m. 

Generally, agreement was reached on the less controversial items while 
cornpromises have not yet been worked out on the additonal reductions for imli
vidua.ls (increase in standard deduction, $200 optional credit in lieu of personal 
excn1.ption and rate reduction for low:incoine taxpayers), new house purchase 
credit, $100 payment to certain program beneficiaries, taxation of foreign source 
income and percentage depletion of oil and gas. 

Agreement reached on: 

(l) Rebate on 1974 taxes - accepted House version. lOo/o of tax liability up 
to maximum of $200, minimum of $100. $200 maximum phased down as AGI rises 
from $20, 000 to $30, 000. Revenue loss - $8. lB. 

(2) Earned income credit - accepted Senate version. Refundable credit of 
lOo/o of earned income up to $400. $400 phased out as income rises from $4,000 
to $8, 000. Available only to families with dependent children. Better known as 
the 11work bonus 11 • Revenue loss - $1. 5B. 

(3) Child care deduction- present law allowed an itemized deduction of up 
to $4, 800 phased out for AGI above $18, 000. The AGI level was raised to $35, 000. 
Revenue loss - $9 M. 

(4) Investment Tax Credit - increased the investmenttax credit for all tax
payerp to 1 Oo/o on a 2 year temporary basis. Also to ll cro if the additional l o/o is 
contributed to an employee stock ownership plan (ESOP). Removed $100 n1.illion 
cap on utilities (affected ATT only). Increased the 50% limitation for public 
utilities to l OOo/o for 1975 and 1976 and then phased back at 1 Oo/o a year over a 
5 year period until 1981 when the 50% holds. Normalization of the ITC benefit 
for public utilities. Increased the limit of used property as qualified investment 
fro1n $50, 000 to $100, 000. Allows ITC for progress payments when property 
takes n1.ore than two years to construct. Revenue loss - $3. 39B. 

(5) Corporate surtax exemption and rate reduction- increased surtax 
exemption from $25, 000 to $50,000 and decreased the Tate on the first $25, 000 
from_ 22% to 20%. Rate on second $25,000 is 22%. Revenue loss - $1. 55B. 

(6) Accumulated Earnings Credit - accepted Senate version. Increases the 
amount of accumulated earnings credit from $100,000 to $150, 000. Revenue 

loss negligible. 
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(7) Net Operating Loss (NOL) - dropped in conference. Would have allowed 
'---·substitution of carryover years for carryback of NOL. Present law is 3 back and 

5 forward. This amendment has been tabbed the ''Chrysler Amendment''. 

( 8) Federal welfare recipients employment incentive (WIN) tax credit -
generally broadens the WIN credit for employers. Rev.enue loss - under $3 million. 

(9) Excise tax on trucks, etc. - dropped in conference. Would have repealed 
10% excise tax on trucks, buses, etc. and 8% tax on related parts. 

(10) Tax credit for insulation and solar equipment- dropped in conference 

but will be included in energy bill. 

( 11) Tax exemption for homeowner's associations - dropped in conference. 

(12) Pension plans relative to time when· contribution deemed made- allows 

1974 rule for 1975 •. Revenue loss - none. 

( 13) Emergency unemployment compensation benefits - agreed to Senate 
allowing 13 weeks additional benefits to those who have exhausted 52 weeks of 

benefits. Revenue loss - $200 million. 

( 14) Required dying of fuel heating oil - dropped in conference - consider 

~ in energy bill. 

(15) Tax Free Rollover of home purchase- agreed to Senate. Time period 
for rollover extended from 1 year to 18 months for purposes of nonrecognition 
of gain. Time fo::.· construction of new residence extended from 18 to 24 months. 

Revenue loss - negligible. 
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CONSUMER PRICE INDEX 

(Change) 

1975 19 74 19 73 

January +0.6% +1.0% 

February +0.6% +1.3% 

March +0.3% +1.1% 

April +0.6% +0.6% 

May +0.4% +l.l% +0.6% 

June +1.0% +0.6% 

July +0.8% +0.2% 

August +l. 3% +1.9% 

September +1.2% +0.3% 

October +0.9% +0.8% ~~ 

' November +0.9% +0.8% 

December +0.7% +O.S% 

I 
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Statement by Secretary Morton on Leading Economic Indicators 

for July (Up 1.7%) 

These leading indic~tors are consistent with what had been 

expected. I am encouraged by today's announcement but it 

is important to view these figures with some caution. Because 

of the variables within the economy, we cannot expect that every 

month will show such a dramatic increase. 

We still have a long way to go before we can all be satisfied 

with the state of the ~conomy. 

These is mounting evidence that business is on the upswing 

and the expansion should result in solid growth in jobs, incoDes, 

and profits for the foreseeable future. 



SUBJECT: CONSUMER PRICE INDEX 
FOR JULY 

The Consumer Price Index for July was up 1.2%, the largest 
increase since last Septemxber. This folloHs an . 89o increase 
in June. During the previous five months, the aveeage increase 
Has 0.5%. 

What is your reaction to the 1.2% increase 1n the July C.P~I, 
~hich, if annualized, would be 14.4%? 

GUIDANCE: Even though we expected a poor CPI for the month of 
July, today's figures are someHhat higher than expected. 

The early evidence for the month of August suggests 
we will fall back under double digit inflation for Aug. 

Nonetheless, we should not easily dismiss the figures 
for the last two months as having no signifigance. 
These figures should keep us alert to the ease with 
w-hich inflation can become reignited, and therefore 
we must maintain our vigilence against inflationary 
pressures. 

Is the increase in the CPI due, at least partly, to the 
rise in food prices because of the Soviet Grain deal. 

GUIDANCE: The effect of the Soviet Grain deal, should it have 
any effect, would occur several months down the line, 
and had_no effect on the JULY CPI. 

What is the major cause for the increase 1n the C.P.I.? 

GlliiiDANCE: As to the increase in the food component, the high 
prices of feed grains last year caused a cut back in 
the supply of hogs and steers on feed. Since it takes 
at le~st six months to feed a steer, this is now being 
felt 1n the market place during the past few months. 

There has also been an' increase in the price of 
petroleum prices. This is partly due to the increase 
in demand because of surmner drivinr,. However, I Hauld 
point out that the last •four mont~'s increase of 
gas prices is worth twice that we Hould expect from 
decontrol. (gas prices have gone up 7¢ in the last 
four months, while decontrol would add about 3¢) 



._. CONSUMER PRICE INDEX 

(Change) 

19 75 19 74 19 73 

January +0.6% +l.O% 

February +0.6% +1.3% 

!·!arch +0.3% +1.1% 
. \ 

April +0.6% 
+0.6% 

May +0.4% +l.l% +0.6% 

June +0.&% 
+1.0% +0.6% 

_.~r \\2-'i[J July 
+0. 8% +0.2% 

August +1. 3o/o +1.9% 

Septernber +l. 2% +0.3% ( -~. ! 

October +0.9% +0.8% 

Novewber +0.9% +0.8% 

December +0.7% +0.5% 



Subject: WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX 
FOR SEPTNt MBER 

The Wholesale Price Index· for September rose • 6o/o, down from the • 8o/o 
in August and the 1. 2o/o in July, but still the third highest this year,. 

What is your reaction to the • 6o/o increase in theW. P. I.? 

GUIDANCE: It is my understanding that our people are having difficulty 
in interpreting· this data beca&se of difficult seasonal 
adjustment factors, so far be it from me to argue or. 
question our economic advisors. 



( \ 
~ .. ;·;hat docs rm overall unen1ployrncnt J:d b:' of .J. 7 per cent 

J .. n 1981 imply o.s the 1981 "adult" unemployntCJlt:. ra.te? 

A. Both past experience and the BLS projections of 

the relative importance of the various labor force 

categories suggest that a 4.7 per cent unemployment 

rate in 1981 would imply a 4.1 per cent unemployment. 

rate for those age 18 and older and a 3.6 per cent 

rate for those age 20 and older . 

... ·;~. 



Q. Why do you project lower levels of real GNP in 1980 
and 1981 thcln you did in the January Budget? 

A. Since the January projections we have revised down-

ward our estimates of the growth of "potential" GNP, that 

is the GNP consistent with relatively full utilization of 

our labor and capital resources. Because of slower growth 

in the labor force and in average productivity we have 

lowered our estimate of the growth of GNP potential from 

the 4 percent figure we used in January to a current figure 

of 3-1/2 percent. This has the effect of reducing the real 

GNP consistent with relatively low levels of unemployment. 



Q. In the long-run economic projpctions in the January 
budqet, the inflation rau~ VJus c::u:;sumed to level out at 4. 0 
percent in 1980 and 1981 .. NO\v the rate is assunted to con
tinue falling through the projection period. Why the change? 
Is it somehow relatPd to political events in August and 
Septeraber? 

A. While our succession of forecasts since the 1976 Budget 

have been pretty good, we have constantly been somewhat 

too pessimistic abut inflation. In other words, we have 

made more rapid progress against inflation than we forecast 

earlier. Indeed, the progress has been exceptional considering 

the vigor of the economic recovery. Indeed, since the 

massive inventory liquidation of 1975 has been replaced by 

moderate inventory r.ebuilding in 1976, we should have expected 

increased price pressures. Thus, the improvement in the 

inflation situation is probably even greater than is indicated 

by the fall in published inflation rates. Having made this 

progress, during the forecast period, we thought it reasonable 

to assume more progress during the long-run projection period 

as well. But it must be reemphasized that these are only 

mechanical projections. If any of you can convince me that 

you can forecast inflation rates in 1980 or 1981, we shall 

' 
hire you iwnediately. 
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Q. Given that the inflation rate in 1976 i~ so much 
bettc:r than you expected it to be .last ~T;::,n'1·~··ry and qiven 
that the unemployment rate jmnpcd up to 1. ':i P'~rce>I~t 
in June, wasn't it callous of the President to veto the 
Public Works Bill because he said that it was "too inflationary 1'? 

A. The President's job creation program has been to 

unwind the destablizing foreces in the economy the most 

important of which is inflation, and by so doing, to re

store balance and long-term grow:.h to the economy. This 

program has worked! All the jobs lost in the recession have 

been restored and employment is now well over 1 million above 

the 1974 employment peak •. Moreover, these are long-term 

productive jobs in the private sector not short-term dead-

end jobs in the public sector. 

Merely calling an expenditures program a jobs bill 

doesn't necessarily make it one. In fact, in our best 

judgement, the Bill in the long-run is likely to destroy 

more jobs than it creates. If our economic recovery 

continues in a balanced manner we can expect continued 

solid growth in the economy and the restoration of full 

emplo}~ent. The major threat to the recovery and the 

continued creation of new productive jobs is a rekindling 

of inflationary forces. Excessive federal spending and 

deficits must be avoided. The increased expenditures 

prograrrulled under the so-·called "Jobs Bill" as well as 

similar programs increase the risk of rekindling infla-

tion in our judgement to unacceptable levels. If we 

allow Budget deficits to remain excessive we will surely 

rekindle inflation and promote another recession which 
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will <'lestroy most, if not all the= jobs Uwt have been 

created during the past year. 

Thus while in the short-term narrow context such 

legislation may appear to create jobs, a broader exam-

ination of it's secondary and tertiary effects reveals 

such legislation as job destruciive not job creative. 



3. Articles in the New York Times today indicate that the United States 
has a specific program for coping with t~--·~~~@~~ee~tf 
-CJ;i·'!i:~~io~r.::\·2.:~~.s;.ut.w<>il•~c:>ns.~~-DI@U~~h.a.bt,t!te£J.
.~J?;ii,E~~"''~Q""~~O.u-rc·nationaeattendin.~thetForeigtlS'.¥}J'!i~~~~· 
F,i,~.:i~~~tions,at!i.th~State;:Dep~tment'(la.s,~~~~ 
Can you tell us about this program and whether the President will make 
specific international proposals in his speech next week on economic 

initiatives?/..E-T ,.·i (J.I\Je ~U VJIR.ec /biAiTS ON 'PII.I! 

Guidance: I 1 1 i 1-., have nothing specific to give you in this area 
but let me remind, you that in his speech at the United Nations and 
at the World Energy Confei"ence, the President called for increased 
international dialogue and cooperation. Secretary Kissinger's 
consultations this past weekend constituted an initial step in foster
ing this needed dialogue and while no specific decisions or agree
ments were reached there, there was a very useful exchange of 
ideas on how the major industrial nations could cooperate in coping 
with the econoniic and energy problems we all face. 

£.~-t-C l-t :vc:r-roN 

Of equal importance in the efforts to cooperate in meeting_the 
energy challenge, !·would remind you of the emergency energy 
cooperation agreement signed in Brussels which constituted a 
major program of cooperation in energy sharing to reduce our 
vulnerability to possible future interruptions of oil supplies and 
provides a comprehensive program of international cooperation 

\j.;)/ ( cPgue/o I 
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in research and development, conservation and the development of 
alternative energy sources. The draft agreement is now under 
review by the Governments concerned and I would refer you to State 
for additional details on that agreement. 

Another i~nt part of our cooperative effort to meet this 
challenge would be our own efforts to conserve energy here at 
home and as you know, the Administration is considering a number 
of proposals to reduce domestic energy con~~umption • 

. . . 

· ..... 



Q.: Your inflation assumptions look awfully peculiar. The 

CPI rises only 5.0 percent during 1976; jumps up to 

5.7 percent in 1977; and then falls rather rapidly in 

the 1978-81 period. Could you explain this? 

A.: We believe that the underlying rate of inflation is now 

in the 5.5 to 6.0 percent range. We expect the actual 

rate to be around 5.5 percent for the rest of this year 

and the 1977 level not to be very different. Prices 

were held down artificially early this year by the 

legislated energy price rollback and by fortuitous 

declines in food prices. This is why the inflation rate 

for 1976 as a whole looks peculiarly low. 

Our forecast, which does not differ significantly from 

other private forecasts, reveals the stubbornness of 

inflation and the need to pursue a responsible course 

in monetary and fiscal policy. But over the longer run 

we believe the inflation rate can be brought down. If 

the President's budget prescriptions are followed, we 

strongly believe that we can make considerable progress 

in the late 70's against inflation which so rightly is 

a major concern of the American people since it is a 

major cause of economic instability and of unemployment. 



Q.: I see that you are assuming that the consumer price 

index will rise 5.0 percent from December 1975 to 

Dec~mber 1976. What sort of inflation rate does 

that imply for the rest of 1976? 

A.: The implied inflation rate for the rest of the year is 

around 5.5 percent. In other words, we expect a 

somewhat higher rate than was experienced in the 

first five months, because inflation was held down early 

in the year by abnormal reductions in the prices of food 

and fuel. 




